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Tunguska Event Wikipedia
The Tunguska event was a large explosion that occurred near the Stony
Tunguska River in Yeniseysk Governorate (now Krasnoyarsk Krai), Russia, on
the morning of 30 June 1908 (). The explosion over the sparsely populated
Eastern Siberian Taiga flattened 2,000 square kilometres (770 square
miles) of forest, yet caused no known human casualties. The explosion is
generally attributed to the air ...
The Flight 800 Investigation
Eyewitness Statements August 15, 2000. The Washington Times carried a full
page ad from the TWA 800 Eyewitness Alliance demanding that they be heard.
The ad claims that the FBI and NTSB have lied to the American public and
that hundreds of people witnessed a missile shoot down Flight 800.
1908 SIBERIA EXPLOSION Reconstructing An Asteroid Impact
In Brief: At 7:17 AM on the morning of June 30, 1908, a mysterious
explosion occurred in the skies over Siberia. It was caused by the impact
and breakup of a large meteorite, at an altitude roughly six kilometers in
the atmosphere.
Childrens DK US
Beautifully
designed
and
illustrated,
DKâ€™s
award-winning
and
best-selling children's books appeal to kids of all ages. DKâ€™s fun and
factual kids books cover everything from learning to count, space,

dinosaurs, animals, making, cookery, STEAM topics and beyond.
CollectSPACE AstronautAuthored Books
Many astronauts and cosmonauts have chosen to share their personal and
space flight stories in books invaluable to those interested in learning
about space history. To facilitate building your own library, the titles
have been linked to their Amazon.com listings, where applicable ...
Space Sciences Printables, Activities, And
TeacherVision
These printables, lessons, and activities for space sciences are out of
this world! Encourage students to explore what is known about the
universe, and imagine what is still to be discovered with these
cross-curricular teaching resources.
MathHistory Timeline
A Time-line for the History of Mathematics (Many of the early dates are
approximates) This work is under constant revision, so come back later.
Please report any errors to me at richardson@math.wichita.edu.
Read One Of The First Eyewitness Accounts Of Antarctica
Stupendous icebergs, live volcanoes, and delicious (if slightly too rich)
penguin soupâ€”just a few of the details recorded on one of the earliest
eyewitness accounts of Antarctica.
Apollo Program Wikipedia
The Apollo program was conceived during the Eisenhower administration in
early 1960, as a follow-up to Project Mercury.While the Mercury capsule
could only support one astronaut on a limited Earth orbital mission,
Apollo would carry three astronauts. Possible missions included ferrying
crews to a space station, circumlunar flights, and eventual manned lunar
landings.

